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Abstract: Despite the fact that power grids have been planned and utilized using centralized networks
for many years, there are now significant changes occurring as a result of the growing number of
distributed energy resources, the development of energy storage systems and devices, and the
increased use of electric vehicles. In light of this development, it is pertinent to ask what an efficient
approach would be to the operation and management of future distribution grids consisting of
millions of distributed and even mobile energy elements. Parallel to this evolution in power grids,
there has been rapid growth in decentralized management technology due to the development of
relevant technologies such as blockchain networks. Blockchain is an advanced technology that enables
us to answer the question raised above. This paper introduces a decentralized blockchain network
based on the Hyperledger Fabric framework. The proposed framework enables the formation of
local energy markets of future citizen energy communities (CECs) through peer-to-peer transactions.
In addition, it is designed to ensure adequate load supply and observe the network’s constraints
while running an optimal operation point by consensus among all of the players in a CEC. An open-
source tool in Python is used to verify the performance of the proposed framework and compare the
results. Through its distributed and layered management structure, the proposed blockchain-based
framework proves its superior flexibility and proper functioning. Moreover, the results show that the
proposed model increases system performance, reduces costs, and reaches an operating point based
on consensus among the microgrid elements.

Keywords: decentralized local energy market; blockchain; peer-to-peer trading; distributed energy
resources; electric vehicles; citizen energy communities; distribution girds operation

1. Introduction

Community-led energy systems, also called Citizen Energy Communities (CEC),
enable citizens to take action that contributes to a clean energy transition while empowering
them. As a result, they make it easier to attract private investment in clean energy projects
and to increase public acceptance of renewable energy projects. They can assist citizens
in reducing energy bills, create local jobs, and increase energy efficiency. Using energy
communities, future energy systems can be reshaped by harnessing energy locally and
enhancing quality of life while allowing citizens to participate actively in the transition
to renewable energy by providing flexibility services to the electricity system through
demand-side response and storage [1].

The CEC approach is part of the activities that are currently ongoing toward a more dis-
tributed energy system. Moving towards decentralized management and using blockchain
networks reflects developed societies’ inherent tendency to reduce the government’s active
involvement and increase flexibility in daily life. Today, microgrids consist of a wide range
of distributed energy supply and consumption systems, making the electricity industry a
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primary field of interest for this technology. Blockchain technology affects this industry
in various ways as well [2]. This paper aims to integrate blockchain technology into the
operation of local energy networks. The aim is to present a decentralized model for electric
microgrid management. Such a management system should be able to operate the micro-
grid economically while ensuring the adequacy and security of the system. Moreover, it
should offer intrinsic flexibility and fast response compared to conventional models, mainly
as a result of using smart contracts to push the operating point of the microgrid toward
its global optimum point. Providing economic infrastructure and incentives to interest
private investors expands the network, and decentralization of system operations leads
to more optimal democratic use of the microgrids, making these networks desirable for
conventional microgrid operation as well.

1.1. Aim and Scope

Blockchain networks stand out among other technologies due to their distributabilty
and decentralized management capability. Low setup costs, diverse environments and
setup tools, the ability to manage even small-scale elements of the microgrid, creating a
self-sufficient economic cycle, protecting privacy, and emphasizing democratic decisions
make this technology thrive and compete with the traditional centralized power grid.

New elements such as electric vehicles with varying locations, energy storage devices,
and small renewable energy resources installed in any location have changed the electricity
industry’s outlook [3]. Localization of energy supplies and the tremendous increase in
the amount of their information brings about new opportunities and challenges to the
microgrid. Intel forecasts that each automatic vehicle will generate four hundred gigabytes
of average daily data by 2025 [4]. These data will have various uses in intelligent vehicle
control, urban traffic, routing, and finding parking places. It is possible that such data will
directly or indirectly affect the time and place of the vehicle’s charging and its amount [5].
These elements may be owned by individuals. The intentions and functions of these
individuals could be greatly affected by circumstances and uncertainties of time and place,
and their priorities might change at any moment [6]. Decentralized networks providing a
distributing structure with layered management can be an appropriate solution to these
changes. They emphasize the local energy supply while managing energy exchange at the
microgrid level. This paper proposes a new decentralized framework for the operation
and planning of the power grid of the future that contains millions of small distributed
and mobile elements. The proposed framework is shown to have better performance
than existing networks, and can represent a stepping stone toward the power grids of the
future [7].

1.2. Literature Survey

Research on utilizing decentralized networks in the electricity industry can be catego-
rized as follows.

The first category consists of designs for blockchain microgrids as communication
infrastructure. Such papers mainly try to manage the issues around extensive networks
with massive data [8]. Inspired by the consensus mechanism in blockchain networks,
these papers look for a robust, scalable, and economic dispatch to optimize the significant
number of small element transactions according to the computational structure of the
microgrid [9]. These studies have proposed decentralized networks based on reputable
microgrids such as Ethereum. They try to present an efficient model based on existing
blockchain structures [10]. A decentralized microgrid model mainly depends on its consen-
sus mechanism. Costly consensus mechanisms are not good choices for microgrids. The
existing literature has tried to replace Proof of Work as a consensus mechanism, e.g., by
Proof of Stake by Reputation (POWR), intended to reduce transaction confirmation and
block creation delay [11]. Using the Internet of Things (IoT), smart power meters and
small producers of renewable energies are of prime significance in microgrid structure
design [12]. The transaction structures can be designed to be executable in a different
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blockchain infrastructure, such as Solidity, without any third-party intervention [13]. Due
to the increase in renewable energies and islanding of enormous power grids in the form of
small microgrids, several of these studies have addressed the issue of creating decentralized
networks to interact between such islands. This increases their reliability along with mutual
financial interests [14]. All these papers use the main chain of the blockchain as the pivotal
part of their work. However, many processes and decision makings can be done in the
layers before this chain. This will improve the microgrid response time substantially. This
paper proposes a layered structure for a decentralized method to facilitate decentralized
process management.

The second group involves management of the market’s financial settlement tasks
through a blockchain system. These financial systems include contracts as well as online
and multi-stage settlement systems [15,16]. Papers have focused on P2P trades between
electric vehicles or other two players in the microgrid [17]. Others emphasize smart con-
tracts, which can be crucial in a decentralized microgrid’s management [18]. Another group
of these papers discusses managing request sending in various algorithms such as iceberg.
This prevents price jumps in the microgrid. The microgrid uses algorithms and other settle-
ment systems to avoid very short-term changes in the microgrid [19]. A significant point
in this study is evaluating the effect of financial transactions in a decentralized microgrid
which is considered a purely-economic market, without considering its technical utilization.
This bears more significance in microgrids than in bank and insurance networks. The
present paper fixes this issue using a two-stage consensus mechanism that simultaneously
considers the economic and technical approaches in a decentralized microgrid. It computes
the system’s operating point by considering both mentioned issues simultaneously.

Finally, the third group consists of research that aims to improve the system’s power
quality [20] and control the voltage using blockchain infrastructure. These papers present a
reward–punishment system based on voltage changes and emphasize the sensitivity matrix
of each bus to control the voltage at the end of the radial distribution networks [21]. Most
of the performed research tries to improve the performance of the microgrid for central
planning and utilization of the system. Their objective function consists of increasing the
power quality and a decentralized microgrid management which is more significant in
large systems [8]. Others focus on mixing centralized and decentralized approaches to
achieve better system performance. They try to dispatch the decentralized loads in the
microgrid [22]. The main point is that all these studies try to improve the performance of
the decentralized system for financial transactions in the microgrid. On the contrary, the
present paper aims to design and present a decentralized system to replace the current
centralized utilization microgrid. Such a microgrid improves performance by utilizing the
microgrid at its global optimum. A comparison of the references discussed in the literature
review is shown in Table 1.

1.3. Contributions

Considering the works reported in the literature and the highlighted research gaps,
the main contribution of this paper can be summarized as follows:

• Proposing a decentralized framework for planning and operation of the future micro-
grids that takes care of both economical and technical constraints;

• Providing a two-stage consensus mechanism to maintain adequacy, security, and a
global optimal operating point for the microgrid;

• Designing a layered structure based on contracts and P2P exchanges to increase the
microgrid’s response time.

1.4. Organization of the Paper

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. The second section discusses the
design of a blockchain-based microgrid according to the Hyperledger model. It presents
microgrid layers, definitions, duties, and the interaction of members in each layer. In section
three, we offer a decentralized management mechanism consisting of the processes and
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microgrid rules. These rules lay the foundations for decentralized management and form
the microgrid’s consensus model. Section four demonstrates the proposed decentralized
microgrid’s performance in facing the challenges. This ensures maintaining adequacy,
compliance with the system’s technical requirements, and global optimal utilization of the
microgrid. Section five compares the performance of the proposed decentralized microgrid
with its centralized peer using an open-source program. The performance was challenged
by introducing uncertain electrical vehicle and small renewable energy sources to prove
the model’s performance and show its advantages over its peers. Finally, the last section
ends the paper by analyzing the performance result for the microgrid.

Table 1. Comparison of references in the literature.

Ref Category Innovation

[8] Infrastructure Manage the issues of extensive networks with massive data
[9] Infrastructure Look for a robust, scalable mechanism in V2G network

[10] Infrastructure A model based on existing blockchain structures
[11] Infrastructure A model mainly depends on its consensus mechanism
[12] Infrastructure Using the Internet of Things and small producers of renewable energies
[13] Infrastructure The transaction structures are designed to be executable such as Solidity
[14] Infrastructure Decentralized networks to interact between such islands
[15] Financial Blockchain multi settlement base Peer-to-peer trading framework
[16] Financial Financial systems include contracts, online, and multi stage settlement
[17] Financial Contract model for electric vehicle base peer to peer
[18] Financial Smart contracts managea decentralized microgrid
[19] Financial Managing request sending in various algorithms such as iceberg
[20] Power Quality Control the voltage using blockchain infrastructure
[21] Power Quality A reward-punishment system based on voltage changes
[22] Power Quality Focus on mixing centralized and decentralized approaches

2. Designing a Blockchain Network

Designing a decentralized microgrid requires an infrastructure where all authorized
users can access the latest operating point of the system and basic network information.
This enables members to work on the same operating point at any moment. We use a
private blockchain [2] infrastructure for this purpose. A chain of confirmed blocks supports
this distributed ledger. Such a network records all the information of the microgrid,
the last operating point in the distributed ledger, and the last confirmed blocks. This
enables all members to access the latest microgrid information and work on the same
operating point. People with access to the microgrid information receive a license for
their access from the representative of the network independent entity, and have layered
access to the information [23]. Their real identity is not published in all layers to protect
the customers’ privacy. We used Hyperledger Fabric [24], one of IBM’s most reputable
blockchain platforms, to design our microgrid [25]. It is defined as a multi-layer microgrid
where each layer has a specific duty and role. This increases the efficiency and performance
of the microgrid and makes managing large systems possible. The platform has been used
in the banking, insurance, and social services industries [26]. Here, we redefine its concepts
according to the different nature of energy. This paper proposes a Hyperledger blockchain
model based on the definitions in Figure 1 for decentralized management of microgrids.

• Client: Clients are the first layer in the microgrid, consisting of microgrid players [26].
The microgrid players might consist of a wide range of load or energy producers.
Considering the progress in IoT, every kilowatt hour of energy shortly contains the
identity and personal details of the producer and end consumer. However, major
players such as electric vehicles and small energy sources such as renewable energy,
for which performance is always highly uncertain, are the largest loads. Blockchain,
a private microgrid, is not accessible to all. Any player needs an endorsement to access
it. Endorsers are companies that provide identity certificates to the microgrid players
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and review violations of rules and complaints. They are licensed by the organization
supervising the microgrid. These companies can assign identity tokens to approved
players. The player can use that token to participate in the microgrid directly or by
proxy. This microgrid defines gas fee concepts used in all layers. In the blockchain,
the gas fee is the fee each player suggests for performing the intended process. Each
layer receives part of this fee according to the definitions of the microgrid. The higher
the gas of an order is, the quicker it is considered in the subsequent layers. Gas has a
significant impact on the market direction.

• Committer : As in the case of trading stocks on financial markets, each actor must use
a brokerage firm to connect to the network and use its services [26]. However, because
most network actors are ordinary citizens who are not interested in complicated
energy purchase systems, committers provide a set of different smart contracts to their
clients. Smart vehicles can perform more optimally based on these smart contracts.
A new concept is added to the network called “GAS” as the request-to-request fee,
determined by contract type or the direct offer by the requestor.

• Anchor: Anchor’s particular advantage of using blockchain in a microgrid is the P2P
process. This advantage is crucial over the life of the microgrid. Anchors [26] are
specialized companies that manage P2P in the microgrid. Committers’ orders must be
forwarded to them before being presented to the main chain of the blockchain. Each
anchor has a unique area of activity in the microgrid. Each bus can be precisely in
one anchor’s scope of activity. Committers forwarded their request to the relevant
anchor based on the microgrid bus it belongs to. This way, all the orders tradable
as P2P are received and settled before being offered to the main chain, making for
a fast response time and less working load on the main chain. An anchor must run
its simple optimization program according to the objective function and constraints
(Equation 1). The optimization result should maximize the charge of all units capable
of P2P trade and the company’s earnings in these exchanges.

Max

(
∑

CVh
∑
T
(Pc(V,Bus,T) + Pd(V,Bus,T))× GasV,T

)
(1)

∑T Pc(V,Bus,T) ≤ Charge(V,Bus) (2)

∑T Pd(V,Bus,T) ≤ DisCharge(V,Bus) (3)

∑Bus Pc(V,Bus,T) ≤∑Bus Pd(V,Bus,T) (4)

Here, Pc(V,Bus,T) is the energy ordering vehicle’s charge, Pd(V,Bus,T) is the ordering
vehicle’s discharge, Charge(V,Bus) is the total charge ordered by each vehicle for that
bus, and DisCharge(V,Bus) is the proposed discharge per bus per vehicle variable. All
other orders not settled in the P2P mechanism are shared as a recommended package
in a block pool.

• Orderer: In Hyperledger, orderers play the role of miners in a standard blockchain [26].
They are the most critical layer of the network. In addition to the market supervi-
sion entity, they are the only blockchain members with access to the last operating
point and the main chain. These companies’ function is the main difference between
blockchains in the electricity industry and in other organizations. Orderers receive
the orders by connecting to the block pool. To register a new order on the micro-
grid’s main chain, these companies must provide a new operating point based on the
last operating point while observing all system constraints. These companies must
provide an economic dispatch according to the last operating point by adding new
orders. The new operating point is confirmed by the consensus mechanism of the
microgrid. If the operating point is confirmed by consensus, they receive a part of
the gas for the recommended package. Receiving the other part of the gas depends
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on the confirmation of the optimality of the operating point. This optimality is de-
termined in the second phase of the consensus mechanism. Orderers are advanced
algorithms on powerful servers that perform a high number of computations in the
least possible time. They earn money by registering other players’ orders in the chain
while observing the microgrid constraints.

Figure 1. The microgrid graph for the proposed decentralized microgrid.

3. Designing a Decentralized Microgrid

A decentralized microgrid management system should maintain system adequacy and
utilize the microgrid at its global optimal point while observing all system constraints. The
rules and processes employed in this paper ensure fast system response, system adequacy,
and optimal utilization. These processes are defined as follows:

• The time interval of the main chain is one day. The market supervision entity registers
the chain’s first block, the genesis block, which means the initiation of the chain.
This block consists of the market’s daily initial operating point and the microgrid’s
complete information. The decentralized microgrid can begin daytime activity based
on this operating point.

• Each new block with a new microgrid operating point, microgrid consensus token,
and the security code of hash of the last block in the main chain can be registered as a
new block.

• If two blocks contain the main chain’s last security code, the block with a lower utiliza-
tion cost for the rest of the microgrid is considered the main chain block. Otherwise,
if the utilization costs are the same, the block registered earlier is regarded as the main
chain block.

One of the critical features of decentralized networks is information transparency,
which enhances network efficiency. However, various methods consider the network
participants’ privacy concerns where it can be observed in the different cryptocurrencies
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in which they have used multiple approaches to preserve privacy of the users. These
processes are defined as follows:

• The Hyperledger Fabric blockchain framework used in this paper provides a secure
and private network for transactions. Using Hyperledger Fabric, access to data is
limited to authorized parties, who participate in a permissioned network. In this way,
the confidentiality of user information and the security of transaction data are ensured.

• In this network, private participants such as electric vehicles and smart homes can
adopt anonymous identities to ensure that their information remains confidential.
This feature applies to major cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin as well, where although
one can observe all participants’ transactions in the distributed ledger, their identities
cannot be uncovered.

• Private participation is arduous for major and legal participants because they occupy
a specific point in the network and exist uniquely. Even if they possess anonymous
identities, the possibility of identification remains. However, it is crucial to consider
which participant information is made public and which is accessible to specifically
authorized entities. In this model, only selected representatives, namely, the com-
mitters, have access to all the details of the participants’ proposals as well as their
smart and financial contracts. In practice, upon network approval orderers gain access
solely to the limited information received from the committers. Consequently, all their
information is be discernible to all network participants or to their competitors.

4. Consensus Algorithm

Consensus algorithms realize decentralized management of a microgrid. They are
categorized according to their function, e.g., Proof of Stake, Delegated Proof of Stake, Proof
of Work, and Proof of Vote [27]. The first three consensus types are better suited for public
distributed networks. Due to their high block formation latency, they cannot be used in the
energy industry.

4.1. Proof of Work Algorithm (POW)

The proof of work algorithm is regarded as one of the most prevalent blockchain
network consensus algorithms. Bitcoin utilizes this algorithm to demonstrate the validity
of its transactions. One of the most significant benefits of this algorithm is the remarkable
scalability and decentralization it affords the network. This has resulted in the widespread
adoption of Bitcoin globally. This algorithm has devised a competitive computation to
solve an objective function whereby the fastest solver among all groups can generate a new
block. Other participants in this computing network pause their computations and validate
the resulting outcome [28]. If the outcome is correct, the block is stored in their network
and they tackle a new one. Otherwise, they persist with their computation to acquire the
correct solution. In Bitcoin mining, the objective function is used to find a hashed array
with a particular structure from an input array. This array is generated by introducing
a parameter named Nonce to the block input data and implementing an iterative algo-
rithm. The initial group that uncovers this array adds the solution and the nonce value
to authenticate its accuracy and incorporate all other groups in the network. Resolving
this issue is considered time-intensive and takes over ten minutes. This delay is attributed
to the network s enhanced resilience against attackers [29]. As the network’s processing
power increases, the objective function’s constraints become more complex, not to solve the
issue in a shorter time. This is referred to as an increase in network difficulty. In practice,
this objective function can vary for each network. As in Bitcoin, solving a mathematical
problem involves an array; in the power network, it can entail providing network operator
constraints and quality control indicators as well as maintaining network security.

4.2. Proof of Stake Algorithm (POS)

Unlike the proof of work algorithm, there are no objective functions to solve in the
proof of stake algorithm, and network members are not on the same level. Additionally,
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in this algorithm, each member is valued based on an index indicating their share in the
network [30]. Those with greater power in the network play critical roles. The network
also determines the power index. This index can be interpreted as network ownership
percentage, processing power, or technical and probabilistic indicators. In a more common
type, the proof of stake algorithm is delegated. In other words, influential network members
select some individuals to generate a new block. Then, voting takes place, and votes are
weighted to the extent of shared values. Ultimately, the selected members can generate
a new block [31]. This process substantially reduces the algorithm’s costs and enhances
the efficiency of the proof-of-work algorithm. In power networks, members’ valuation can
be conducted using technical indicators. This fact empowers the leading members of the
traditional network to play productive roles in guiding the new decentralized network.
This permits the responsibility of generating a new block to be assigned to individuals who
do not compromise the security and efficiency of the network.

4.3. Proof of Vote-Based Algorithm (POV)

The vote-based algorithm represents the third consensus algorithm employed in
blockchain networks. Under this algorithm, all members must undergo identity verifica-
tion before joining the network and contribute to validating new blocks. In this respect,
safeguarding the network against attackers and sabotage is paramount. This algorithm
is well-suited for private networks and is classified into Byzantine Fault Tolerance (BFT)
and resilience against failure [32]. One of the powerful algorithms within the vote-based
algorithm subset is the Ripple algorithm, which is utilized in Ripple. The algorithm’s
structure, which functions based on two-step verification, is open-source [33]. In this
algorithm, each validated network member examines the information of the new block.
Then based on the network constraints, each member votes for it and sends it to another
validated member for feedback. When more than %50 of the network members validate
the block, it chis confirmed in an open ledger. However, to achieve final confirmation and
entry into a distributed public ledger, validation from %80 of the members is necessary [34].
A comparison of the performance of consensus algorithms is shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Comparison of consensus algorithms.

POW POS POV

Energy consumption High Medium Low
Scalability High High Medium

Decentralization High High Low
Resilience against attacks %50 %50 %20

Average response time 10 T/s 10–1000 T/s 1000 T/s

This study uses the practical byzantine method, which has different variants itself.
Networks based on Hyperledger usually use Proof of Vote Fault Tolerance [30]. This algo-
rithm does not suit the electricity industry due to its technical approval requirements [33].
We used the Ripple algorithm used in Ripple cryptocurrency, as shown in Figure 2. Ripple
is a two-stage algorithm, consisting of an open distributed ledger and a closed one [35].
In our proposed model, every orderer takes the last operating point of the last chain to
confirm and register the order package, which can be multiple orders from several anchors.
It registers a new microgrid operating point complying with the main system constraints
as the new block in the chain. After the block is registered, all orderers should comment
on the correctness of this operating point. Orderers receive rewards or penalties for such
commenting or not commenting. If fifty-one percent of the companies confirm the block,
the block becomes part of the chain and is added to the open ledger. This means confirming
the initial order. Each member should confirm whether the main rules of the microgrid are
observed in their comment.

The microgrid rules in our design are as follows:
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- The new operating point is a correct power flow

S̄i = Pi + jQi = Viejθi
[
∑j YijVje

j(θj+δij)
]∗

(5)

- The allowable voltage interval of the bus and production range of the energy sources
are observed:

Vmini ≤ Vi ≤ Vmaxi|Pmini ≤ Pi ≤ Pmaxi (6)

- The cost of the rest of the system is declared accurately:

Costres = ∑t(λo Po + λimpPImp − λExp Pexp −
λcharge Pcharge )

(7)

Here, Costrest means the cost of the rest of the system, i.e., the total microgrid cost
minus the new load cost. This is based on the internal cost λ0, P0, the cost of im-
ported energy λimp, Pimp, the cost of exported energy λexp, Pexp, and the cost of a new
orderλcharge, Pcharge. In the above, P and λ represent energy and price, respectively.
Confirming or rejecting the correctness of a block takes seconds. Each company can
verify it through a simple algorithm. After the block is initially confirmed, the offering
orderer receives fifty percent of the recommended package gas as the reward. In the
second phase of consensus certification, all orderers can replace this new operating
point block by registering a less costly one.

Figure 2. The consensus graph for the proposed decentralized microgrid.

If another orderer manages to do so within the intended interval, the other fifty percent
of gas fee is assigned. Otherwise, the first orderer receives the reward at the end of the
interval. This can be achieved by combining several blocks into one block. The main
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chain continues from that block. At the end of the time interval, the last block containing
the recommended package is registered in the closed ledger, and the order is finalized.
Orders are reviewed and confirmed much faster in this two-stage confirmation. The order
is finalized, probably with changes, at the global optimal operating point of the microgrid.
Those open ledge blocks which have a utilization cost less than or equal to the last block
registered in the closed ledger are automatically sent to the closed ledger, as adding orders
on that block has not increased the cost of the system.

4.4. How the Proposed Decentralized Microgrid Works

1. The independent operation loads the genesis block in the daily interval. It indicates
an economic dispatch based on the latest load and microgrid generation.

2. Smart load approved by endorsers can connect to the decentralized microgrid and
forward their order to it through committers.

3. Committers try to minimize energy costs by offering various offers and smart contracts
according to the customers’ consumption. They manage the orders and forward them
to anchors to be supplied by the microgrid.

4. Anchors manage all internal P2P trades inside the microgrid. They transfer orders
that cannot be supplied through local trading to the block pool.

5. Orderers remove the new orders from the block pool according to the last operating
point of the microgrid in the main chain using simple and fast, economic dispatch
algorithms. They apply such orders to present a new operating point for registering
in the main chain subject to the microgrid’s technical constraints.

6. The Ripple two-stage consensus mechanism confirms this new operating point’s
correctness and global optimality. In this consensus model, all the primary microgrid
beneficiaries review the correctness of the new operating point according to the
approved technical constraints. This review is carried out in a split second using
a simple power flow algorithms subject to the microgrid constraints. The block is
registered if approved by more than fifty-one percent of the microgrid.

7. The final registering of the block is performed in the second stage of the Ripple consen-
sus algorithm. If any orderer can provide a better operating point, then the previous
block becomes a minor one and the new block continues the main chain. The new
block can consist of several blocks. However, all previous orders must be considered,
and the new block’s cost should be less. If a replacement block is not offered and the
chain continues, the previous block registration is finalized in the chain.

8. The microgrid is utilized based on the last confirmed operating point in the main
chain. The process of the decentralized microgrid is shown in Figure 2.

5. Case Study and Discussion

The proposed decentralized microgrid’s performance was tested on standard systems
with known centralized management results. We used the IEEE 13-bus test system [36]
shown in the microgrid diagram of Figure 3. This is a three-phase power distribution
system. A commercial parking lot contains 80 electric vehicles with a 6.6 kWh charging
capacity and 36 kW battery capacity. The vehicles can be charged from 6 in the morning and
from 9 in the afternoon. The case study parameters are shown in Table 3 [37].

The microgrid has five solar energy sources, each with a 200 kW capacity. The cost of
importing and exporting electricity from the slack bus is 0.15 and 0.5 GBP/kWh, and the
demand charge is 0.1 GBP/kWh. To compare the random performance of the decentralized
microgrid. We planned 30 electric vehicles with the proposed decentralized microgrid. We
assume an initial configuration of fifty vehicles has finalized registration. Here, ten vehicles
ordered a change of plan, and thirty others ordered a new connection to the microgrid.
Ten out of the thirty vehicles have a charge-at-will smart contract. The gas fee for electric
vehicles is GBP1, and for modeling the smart contract with committers is GBP2.
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Table 3. The parameters of the microgrid adjusted for the case study [37].

Number of electric vehicles 80
Electric vehicle battery sizes 36 kWh
Electric vehicle charger capacities 6.6 kW
PV generation capacities 200 kWp
Phase voltage magnitude limits 0.95 to 1.05 pu
Import price £0.15/kWh
Export price £0.05/kWh
Demand charge £0.10/kW
EMS time-series resolution 30 min
Simulation time-series resolution 5 min

Figure 3. The IEEE 13-bus microgrid adjusted for the electric vehicle case study.

In this paper, the PGOxford of [37] (which is an open-source platform developed in
Python) is utilized to model the economic dispatch. The EMS module in this tool forecasts
loads using time series and solar power-generating sources. The optimization solvers
included open loop solver and MCP solver. Open Loop Solver has shorter optimization
times. However, the results in the reference paper indicate that it violates the allowable
voltage range. MCP Solver has a longer optimization time but observes all the microgrid
constraints in the final configuration.

PGoxford software models the network and distributes the load, including a three-
phase model for each line in the network. Three-phase unbalanced distribution systems can
be accurately modeled with this software. Using dataframes containing the characteristics
of lines, transformers, and capacitor banks, this software method updates the network
admittance matrix. We assume a three-phase network with phases a, b, and c, a slack bus
voltage and N load buses [37]. In PGoxford software, the solutions were compared with
the solutions from OpenDSS [38]. More details about how to model the three phases of
the network in this software are provided in detail in the reference appendix C of this
software [37], which we refrain from repeating in this article.

In this modeling, we assume the microgrid has five committers, each with six electric
vehicle orders. The model has an anchor in charge of P2P transactions and two orderers.
Each orderer uses one of the solvers. In each transaction, five vehicles are selected, sorted
by the gas fee. Orderer A (OA) uses the Open loop optimization algorithm, and Orderer
B (OB) uses the MCP optimization algorithm. They are defined in parallel and different
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servers and are only connected through the main chain file in the blockchain shown in
Figure 4. The objective function and constraints of the microgrid and eclectic vehicle are as
in [37].

Figure 4. Main chain diagram of decentralized blockchain microgrid.

Simulation Results

Decentralized management enables individuals to solve their problems discretely
using simultaneous parallel algorithms. Furthermore, by comparing their results and the
consensus network, they can determine which result is more accurate and optimal. This
possibility allows various algorithms with different capabilities to be combined, such as for
speed and accuracy. Further, the possibility serves to allow faster algorithms for obtaining
initial solutions and more accurate algorithms for achieving the final optimal solution.
Simulation results indicate that the anchor has P2P replaced all ten vehicles’ move orders,
i.e., removing their previous order from the initial configuration, with new orders. Seven
out of ten orders were vehicles with smart contracts with more gas fees, and three others
were other vehicles with timing conflicts. The P2P objective function maximizes the anchor
gas fee earnings, and the plan’s constraints were the maximum battery charge capacity in
the remaining time and time conflict between the orders. The anchor referred the remaining
twenty orders to the pool block after settling ten orders. This simulation was carried out
connecting two computers together in parallel. Each computer was defined as an order.
Figure 4 represents seven blocks registered during the computations: a genesis block, three
blocks for OA, and three blocks for OB. However, the end chain consists of one block from
OA and three blocks from OB. Block 3 from OA was declared invalid due to a lack of
consensus on the correctness of this block, as it violates the bus voltage limitation. Block 2
was replaced by Block 5, As OB offered a block with a lower value cost function. In the
end, the orderers registered twenty vehicles. OB received more gas fees by registration,
registering fifteen final and ten initial vehicles, compared to OA, which registered five
initial request and five final request vehicles. As the first block contains three vehicles with
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smart contracts, OA and OB’s incomes are GBP10.5 and GBP12.5. The results are shown in
Table 4.

Table 4. Management of vehicles according to decentralized method.

EV 1 2 3 . . . 40

State Charge Charge Charge . . . Charge
Smart

contract NO YES NO . . . NO

Gas (£) 1 2 1 . . . 1
Anchor (£) 1 0 0 . . . 0

Orderer-A (£) 0 2 0 . . . 0.5
Orderer-B (£) 0 0 1 . . . 0.5
Initial Block B1 B1 B5 . . . B2
Final Block B1 B1 B5 . . . B4
Chang OPF NO YES YES . . . YES

In this article, the central problem is initially solved using two different algorithms.
The results are presented in Figure 5, following reference [37]. The results indicate that the
network constraints were violated in an open-loop concentrated algorithm. In addition,
a decentralized program was carried out using a couple of two-stage Ripple consensus
parallel algorithms. The Ripple consensus algorithm ensures compliance with technical
constraints in the first stage, as depicted in Figure 2. In fact, this confidence is achieved
by the vote of more than half of the network. The decentralized results are presented in
Figure 6, and it is evident that the voltage threshold was not violated. The decentralized
network has prevented it by implementing its consensus mechanism. This demonstrates
that instability and violations of the algorithms can be prevented by managing algorithms
in a decentralized manner and employing a transparent consensus mechanism at the final
point of the network.

Comparing the minimum allowable voltage threshold in our results and those of the
centralized management in [37] shows that combining several optimization algorithms in a
decentralized system eliminates the shortcomings of each model and optimizes the result.
It indicates that combining several optimization algorithms in the decentralized network in
Figure 6 eliminates the allowable voltage range violation issue of the open loop centralized
model in Figure 5 while observing acceptable voltage band constraints. This indicates that
a discrete combination of several planning and optimization algorithms provides better
results than a single one by combining their speed and accuracy advantages.
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Figure 5. Minimum voltage and charging time of EVs in each phase according to Open Loop and
MCP optimization in PGOxford software [37]).

Figure 6. Minimum voltage of each phase in the decentralized optimization.

When charging electric cars, local decentralized P2P exchange networks play a crucial
role in providing energy. However, the present article focuses on the non-local provision of
decentralized energy, which alters the network’s operating point. As observed, by elim-
inating states that violate technical constraints, the decentralized consensus algorithm
optimizes the allocation of charge in the Tb interval. It prevents a breach of the allowable
voltage threshold. This algorithm minimizes the cost of network operation by analyzing
various states.

Regarding the charging plan of the electric vehicles, Figure 5 shows the timing plan
of the electric vehicles in the centralized management system for the models presented in
reference [37], while Figure 7 shows the timing obtained from combining the decentralized
management of these two models. Dividing the charging interval of the vehicles into three
smaller intervals, Ta, Tb, and Tc, shows the most significant change due to decentralized
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management in the results for interval Tb. This change prevents voltage violation at the end
of the interval, which is achieved without increasing the microgrid’s cost or violating its
other constraints. This means that optimizing the decentralized management was a move in
the right direction. The existence of smart contracts for vehicles, planning vehicles charging
time using P2P, and presumably differences in the order of receiving orders make these
two scenarios inevitably different. Importantly, however, all vehicles have received their
intended charge within the due time interval. The average vehicle charge is not changed,
and the system’s total cost is not increased.

Figure 7. Time for charging EVs in the decentralized optimization.

Finally, examining the results of the decentralized management of power supply
shows that microgrid utilization maintains power generation adequacy and observes all
system constraints without adding to the total cost of the microgrid. Figure 8 illustrates
the method of providing energy using the base load, receiving energy from the primary
grid, and the average charging of electric vehicles. The ultimate criterion for verifying each
chain is the cost optimization of the system compared to all the states presented in a block.
Even if it cannot be proven that the final solution presented in the algorithm is the most
optimal global point of the network, it can be claimed that the solution is the most optimal
among the proposals of the decentralized network’s point of work. In fact, this solution
is equal to the most optimal cost of the centralized network. Figure 8 shows no change
in the energy imported into the microgrid compared to the value in the reference paper.
Considering the difference in the energy price inside and outside the microgrid, the total
microgrid cost has not changed.
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Figure 8. Energy imported into the microgrid.

Comparing the results of modeling the decentralized microgrid management and its
centralized peer shows that:

• Decentralized management of a microgrid can utilize it at its optimal operating point
while maintaining adequacy and observing its technical constraints.

• A decentralized combination of several optimization models based on Ripple’s two-
stage consensus algorithm eliminates each model’s disadvantages and reaches a
globally optimized solution.

• Smart contracts and P2P trades play an essential role in microgrid planning by im-
proving response time, and can be used as an effective tool to direct the microgrid.

The results of comparing the centralized solution in reference [37] with the decentral-
ized solution presented in this paper are provided in Table 5. These results show that the
decentralized solution can play a vital role in the rapid and localized network strategy,
particularly in electric car charging, by providing an initial solution. Furthermore, this
approach ensures the minimum network cost among all available states. As this article is
centered on the intra-day period and specifically aimed at addressing load variations from
the initial plan, it could serve as a suitable alternative for small-scale intelligent networks,
ultimately leading to democratic energy allocation.

Table 5. Comparison between centralized and decentralized modeling.

Method Centralized Centralized Decentralized

Algorithm MCP Open Loop (MCP-OpenLoop)
Initial Result NO NO High-Speed
Final Result Low-Speed High-Speed Medium-Speed

Verify Constraints Ok NO OK
Final Cost System 3345 $ 3352 $ 3345 $

6. Conclusions

This paper aims to design and propose a blockchain-based decentralized energy
market to support the development and establishment of citizen energy communities.
The proposed framework is an appropriate solution for small-scale energy transactions
sourced by demand-response resources, electric vehicles, and small renewable power
sources with high uncertainty. In essence, this article proposes that rather than solving a
centralized optimization problem, a decentralized problem can be solved using various
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algorithms. With this in mind, a decision can be reached on which solution is optimal and
most accurate for a given problem by implementing a consensus mechanism. The solution
can be selected and announced to all. This perspective can be generally applicable and is
not contingent on the power grid or the electrical industry. Comparing the results of the
proposed decentralized system with the conventional centralized systems shows that:

• Using several parallel algorithms in a decentralized system makes it much more
efficient than a centralized one.

• The two-stage consensus model proposed in this paper ensures adequacy while
observing local system constraints and achieves optimality of the final operating point
of the system.

• The layered design makes the response time faster than its centralized peer and
provides it with more flexibility, particularly in supplying local energy.

This work aims to open up discussion in this direction and pave the way for the
future development of the tools and methods required for small-scale energy transactions,
including vehicle-to-vehicle, vehicle-to-building, building-to-vehicle, building-to-building,
and other forms of peer-to-peer transactions as the main elements of the citizen energy
communities of the future.

6.1. Challenges

One of the most critical challenges in implementing decentralized networks in power
systems is concern about the network’s security and stability. How the network responds
in critical moments, resistance against attackers, and alignment with long-term operational
strategies are key challenges for this network. However, because this network is an open
platform and tools such as smart contracts are used, these challenges cannot pose a severe
threat to the development of the networks in the electrical industry.

6.2. Future Work

As discussed in the challenges of decentralized networks, improving reliability, stabil-
ity, strategic management, and network performance is crucial. Smart contracts play a vital
role in controlling and guiding these networks. Thus, by expanding these contracts, we
can empower the main network participants to lead the network without exerting direct
power and ensure network stability. Therefore, developing smart contracts is a key aspect
of network advancement alongside enhancing the decentralized network structure.
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